Green mitsubishi mirage

The Mitsubishi Mirage is the underdog of small cars: slow, loud, and archaic, but scrappy. And
it's been a much bigger sales success than Mitsubishi expected, given the small numbers of
minicars and subcompacts sold in the U. For , Mitsubishi added a four-door sedan model
dubbed G4 to the existing five-door hatchback, and gave both of them a slew of upgrades. The
Mitsubishi Mirage minicar has been an unexpected success for the U. It happens so quickly:
They learn to crawl, and then walk, and before you know it, you're helping them do their first oil
change in their first new car. A little more than six months ago, I contributed an article on my
car shopping experiences with my daughter Priscilla. Those ended with her There's a price war
going on at the bottom of the Canadian car market. At one side, Nissan's new Micra--a small car
long sold in the European and Japanese markets, but now invading the North American
continent--albeit available only in Canada. On the other, the Mitsubishi Mirage. This is available
Many people approach car shopping in the U. Still, at least a handful of shoppers are more
focused on basic transportation--and a vehicle they know they can afford. My daughter Priscilla
falls into the The Mitsubishi Mirage is unusual among the latest breed of gas-sipping small cars.
There are no fancy tricks employed to hit its mpg combined EPA ratings, no turbochargers or
hybrid systems. It's simply small, light, aerodynamic and uncomplicated. Those qualities are
also allowing Do you miss your old three-cylinder Geo Metro? If so, Mitsubishi has a new car
just for you. The Mitsubishi Mirage five-door hatchback minicar has the highest fuel-economy
rating of any non-hybrid on the market. The EPA rates it at 40 mpg combined 37 mpg city, 44
mpg highway when fitted with the continuously variable transmission CVT option. We recently
spent a day in Quebec City driving two different Mirages in a variety The specification list and
gas mileage for the Mitsubishi Mirage read more like a car from the s--but it's coming to market
with a distinctly price tag. A five-door, light weight and aerodynamically efficient hatchback, the
Mirage straddles the minicar and subcompact markets, but its The Mitsubishi Mirage is due to
arrive in U. At 37 mpg city, 44 highway and 40 mpg combined it's one of the most efficient
subcompacts on the market, and thanks to Mitsubishi Canada announcing Rival for cars like the
Ford Fiesta and Chevrolet Sonic, the new Mirage claims impressively high fuel economy figures
and high equipment levels, set to make it a tempting option in the subcompact class Yes, the
green paintwork was a deliberate choice. Not that the Mitsubishi Mirage, widely expected to be
unveiled at the New York Auto Show next week, isn't available in any other colors. But we
couldn't pass down an opportunity to drive one which matches with the site's green focus. The
new Mirage Stephen Edelstein July 26, Stephen Edelstein May 24, Stephen Edelstein April 1,
Stephen Edelstein February 14, Stephen Edelstein January 19, John Voelcker August 25,
Stephen Edelstein August 13, Stephen Edelstein June 25, The Mitsubishi Mirage is selling better
than certain hybrid models. Stephen Edelstein April 14, John Briggs March 3, Antony Ingram
June 4, John Briggs June 3, Antony Ingram March 17, Stephen Edelstein January 9, Stephen
Edelstein January 7, Antony Ingram August 16, Antony Ingram April 18, Antony Ingram March
28, Antony Ingram March 21, Charging Mobility Sustainability. Gas Mileage Hybrids Electric
Cars. Alt Fuels Diesel Cars Features. Green Car Reports Newsletter. I agree to receive emails
from Green Car Reports. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy.
Important features and controls are easily accessible in Mirage's driver-friendly cabin. Mirage is
ready to take your life on the go with up to While supplies last. Limited availability at
participating dealers may require placing an order and could cause a delay in delivery. Retailer
price, terms and vehicle availability may vary. See your local Mitsubishi retailer for details.
Vehicles shown may have optional equipment. See your Mitsubishi retailer for details. We are
trying to improve mitsubishicars. We would greatly appreciate your help by answering the
following three questions. Mirage interior images The best things come in small packages. The
Mirage gets real with an interior designed to be driver-focused that efficiently maximizes space
and style. Keep tabs on your speed with Mirage's crystal-clear display. Lean back and enjoy the
drive with the new driver-side armrest. Handy controls and USB ports are conveniently located
around the cabin. More like compact and cosy. Mirage exterior images Designed for tight turns
and smaller spaces, the Mirage's exterior is perfect for cruising city streets in style. See it up
close. Ready for your moment in the sun. Enjoy the scenic route with Mirage's enhanced
visibility. Choose from a range of Mirage's vibrant body colors. Mirage is perfectly-sized for
urban adventure. Own the night. Bring the city down to size. Explore Features. No Yes. They say
a mirage looks a little different to everyone that sees it. Whatever you're looking for, this is the
hatch with a match for everyone. Find your Mirage. Downtown driving drags. Too many traffic
lights, so many signs, driving in circles looking for that ONE good parking spot. Well, we feel
you. Enter Mirage: a compact, stylish hatchback that turns on a dime so you can hit your
favorite city spots on the fly and fit nicely into parking spaces. You're welcome. Tired of hauling
an SUV on your daily commute? We get it, and we have the antidote. Mirage is a nifty,
economical alternative to your current commuter. It's a lighter, easier drive than you're used to,

and when you see your fuel receipts, you'll wonder why you didn't make the switch sooner. The
days of getting dad's old car are well and truly gone. You want a brand new, stylish starter car
that won't break your bank, one you're not shy to offer rides in, or to blast your favorite playlists
outside college in. You want the Mirage. Give mom and dad less to worry about with new
standard safety features and our year, ,mile powertrain limited warranty 3. Spend less time
filling-up and more time getting to the people, places and things you love. Getting warmer
Easily adjust Mirage's interior temperature. Making parking a whole lot easier - Mirage comes
equipped with a handy rearview camera system 7. Important features and controls are easily
accessible in Mirage's driver-friendly cabin. Enjoy the scenic route with Mirage's enhanced
visibility. This is my first small car I usually drive mid-sized trucks. It has fantastic gas mileage.
Mountain driving has not been a problem. Freeway driving good. Overall, I am very pleased with
my little car. Great car that provides excellent fuel economy. Quality [is] better than expected.
Some people still want little, fuel-efficient cars. Thank you, Mitsubishi! I love it. It's small, but
comfy and cute. If it holds up over time, I will be a super happy girl! The new Mirage comes with
our advanced safety features 9 , for extra peace of mind. Standard features:. Mirage's Forward
Collision Mitigation system gets your attention with audible and visual alerts, and activates the
brakes in the unlikely event that you may get into an accident. The Lane Departure Warning
system continually monitors your current lane position and gives you an audible and visual
alert if it thinks you might be unintentionally drifting. Automatic High Beam Headlights detect
vehicles ahead of you and in oncoming lanes, and automatically switch between high and low
beam when other drivers are approaching, helping to reduce glare from your vehicle. With a
city-smart size, a very competitive turning radius, and all the cargo capacity you need, the
Mirage is compact and spacious, perfect for adventures, errands and everything in between.
The Carbonite Edition trim brings a sporty feel to the Mirage with a red accent front grille, along
with slick carbon flourishes around the body and interior. Mirage won't be beaten on efficiency.
Don't believe us? Take a look for yourself, as we compare its standout stats with its rivals. Feel
the confidence of our year warranty. Like our vehicles, we design our warranties to deliver
excellence for many years to come. Take a look: we've got some of the most comprehensive
vehicle warranties in the industry. DCE is the highest standard set by Mitsubishi Motors for
customer service in the sales, service, and parts depts. EV certified dealer. These dealerships
are specially trained in the sales and service of electric vehicles. While supplies last. Limited
availability at participating dealers may require placing an order and could cause a delay in
delivery. Retailer price, terms and vehicle availability may vary. See your local Mitsubishi
retailer for details. Vehicles shown may have optional equipment. See your Mitsubishi retailer
for details. Actual mileage may vary with driving conditions. Use for comparison only. See
retailer for limited warranty and roadside assistance terms and conditions. The view on the
screen is limited and objects outside of that view will not be seen. It is not a collision avoidance
system or a substitute for safe and careful driving practices. We are trying to improve
mitsubishicars. We would greatly appreciate your help by answering the following three
questions. Which Mirage matches you? The street-smart cruiser Downtown driving drags. The
compact commuter Tired of hauling an SUV on your daily commute? The reliable hatchback The
days of getting dad's old car are well and truly gone. Automatic climate control Getting warmer
Rearview camera system Making parking a whole lot easier - Mirage comes equipped with a
handy rearview camera system 7. Exterior Interior. Choose from a range of Mirage's vibrant
body colors. Mirage is perfectly-sized for urban adventure. Maximize your MPG when cruising
on the highway. Bring the city down to size. See Full Gallery. Advanced safety features Because
our drivers are priority 1 The new Mirage comes with our advanced safety features 9 , for extra
peace of mind. Explore Safety. Explore Technology. Comfort Bring the city down to size With a
city-smart size, a very competitive turning radius, and all the cargo capacity you need, the
Mirage is compact and spacious, perfect for adventures, errands and everything in between.
Explore Comfort. Explore Performance. Mirage Carbonite Edition Just when you thought Mirage
couldn't look any better Explore Models. Mirage vs. KEY features for Show Directions Map Back
to Map. Update ZIP Code. Get Directions. Dealer Website. Shopping Tools. Explore the Gallery.
Enter Your Address. No Yes. Refine your search. De 65 Es Automatic 80 Manual Hatchback
Front Awd 2. Gasoline Popular Similar Cars. Google Ads. Green Mitsubishi Mirage For Sale
results. Refine search. The all new Mitsubishi Mirage five door sub-compact is the most
fuel-efficient non hybrid gasoline vehicle available in America. Carmax makes car buying easy
and hassle-free. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls, check nhtsa. Message
from cherry hill jeep kia mitsubishi: there's a reason why cherry hill dodge chrysler jeep, kia of
cherry hill, and cherry hill mitsubishi are consistently among the top volume dealerships in the
country in both new and certified pre-owned vehicles! Simply put, we offer tremendous deals on
an enormous selection of new and certified pre-owned vehicles, and we will not be undersold.

Come experience the cherry hill difference! The Mitsubishi Mirage five door sub-compact is the
most fuel-efficient non hybrid gasoline vehicle available in America. Mirage ES, 4D Hatchback,
1. Q certified and local trade in. A great deal in tuscumbia! What a sweetheart! Come take a look
at the deal we have on this fantastic mitsubishi mirage. Odometer is miles below market
average! Yes, i am as good as i look. Internet deal on this trusty mirage!!! Message from nathan.
Arn: at corpus christi subaru, serving corpus christi, kingsville, alice tx and robstown, we don't
just sell new subaru models such as the forester, outback, legacy, impreza and tribeca We don't
just offer a fantastic selection of used cars And we certainly don't just offer high-caliber subaru
service. Rather, at corpus christi subaru, we take the time to get to know each and every driver
we meet. Please consult dealer for details. Tax, tags , destination, handling and processing fees
additional. Com or Net and fill out a secure credit application online. Abs brakes, electronic
stability control, illuminated entry, low tire pressure warning, remote keyless entry, and traction
control. Charles is the exclusive home of the no charge - lifetime advantage warranty. Each new
and select pre-driven must fall within program guidelines, see dealer for details vehicle at
nissan of st. Please verify any information in question with nissan of st charles or pre-owned of
st charles. Dealer not liable for typographical errors. This top ranked, showroom fresh mirage
pays off with big value. Loaded with more options and added features. Excellent gas mileage,
very peppy, drives nicely, solidly built small car. Most vehicles are subject to reconditioning
fees and costs for dealer installed accessories. These fees and costs are not included in the
advertised price. Prices subject to change. Vehicles are subject to prior sale. The interior was
well maintained and is extra clean. Clean title, rear damage. This mitsubishi mirage 4dr 4dr
hatchback cvt es features a 1. It is equipped with a automatic transmission. The vehicle is kiwi
green with a black cloth interior. It is offered with the remaining factory warranty. Experience
the drivetime difference! Drivetime has over 11, used cars, trucks, vans and suvs to choose
from and a dealership experience like no other. Used Mitsubishi Mirage ES. The paint has a
showroom shine. This car has successfully undergone a rigorous pre-buy inspection. Very
clean interior! An after-market warranty is available for purchase on this vehicle. It seems that
this vehicle was owned by a non-smoker. This vehicle is priced to sell. Don't hesitate to contact
vip kars. This listing won't last long. Disclaimer price excludes tax, tag, title and warranty rights
act fees. Saint j subaru is located in northeastern vermont. We sell new subarus, used subarus,
certified pre-owned subarus, and many other brands of used vehicles. Come on out and see us
for the best pricing and service on the vehicles we sell. Hey, nobody beats a saint j subaru deal!
Super Low Miles only 9,!! We take reconditioning to the next level and meet or exceed
expectations used at traditional dealerships. Save thousands shopping at Price Pro! Super low
miles only 9,!! Save thousands shopping at price pro! No description entered. Ask for kip
conyers the internet director to register for internet sale price Now servicing mitsubishi car
2000 corolla belt diagram
factory auto manuals
opel insignia 2015
s!! Price excludes tax, title and tags. This mirage is for mitsubishi lovers looking high and low
for that perfect, gas-saving car. It is nicely equipped. Proudly serving blue springs, raytown,
lee's summit and the greater kansas city metro area since ! This is only through the month of
may and once the word gets out, the available vehicles will reduce dramatically! Com Ray
skillman certified, excellent condition, low miles - 30,! Es trim, kiwi green exterior and black
interior. Rear spoiler, mp3 player, keyless entry, child safety locks, steering wheel controls.
After all, not every v. After all, not every vehicle gets to be a hand-picked used car. Vehicle
history report completed by carfax or autocheck. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine
configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine
configuration. This mitsubishi mirage 4dr es features a 1. It is offered as-is, extended warranty
is available. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

